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 Welcome! Opening prayer, praise reports
 FCCI news (NJ, NY, NE conference)
 Today’s topic: Does your business reflect God’s Glory?
This winter, we’re using FCCI’s Pathway to Purpose content as the basis for our
discussions. Thus far, we’ve covered “Building a Kingdom Focus” by former FCCI CEO
Kent Humphreys and “Ownership vs. Stewardship” by Walt Wiley. Today’s topic is from
Rev. Tony Evans at a past FCCI conference.
Until someone solidifies your foundation (fixes problems), you will forever be addressing cracks in your walls
(fixing symptoms). So make sure your foundation is solid. The greater the building you want to erect, the
deeper the hole you’ve got to drill. It’s difficult to build a skyscraper on a chicken coop.
The world needs people who are TECHNICALLY excellent and spiritually MATURE. In Matthew 5:13-16,
Jesus tells us that we are the salt of the earth and the light of the earth.
Salt represents the believer’s presence in a secular society. We demonstrate
what it looks like when it is done correctly. Earth is a like a decaying piece of meat;
salt is an anti-bacterial element used to prevent decay.
You are the salt of the business world. Your job is to leave the shaker and enter the
meat! The challenge in the marketplace is to have a God-centered perspective in
business that accurately demonstrates the Kingdom as a source for your actions.
What are the cracks in your walls? What are the underlying foundational problems?
What structure are you building that requires a bigger, deeper foundation?
How are you actively preserving the world in your personal life AND business?
Evaluate yourself from 1 (weak) to 10
(strong) in terms of being salt and light.
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Why did you give yourself this rating?
What benefits might you enjoy by being
more salt and light?
What specific actions can you take
to become more salt and light?
 Next meeting on 3/6. Mark your calendars for the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month!
 Other news/announcements: Rita Springer 2/21; ISI VT 2/23; Jacob’s Well 3/1; ISI 3/16; JAWW 3/24-31
 Closing prayer

